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Abstract
Purpose: This study investigates the improvement in the language
proficiency of selected college students using the Task-Based Dictation in an
ESL (English as a Second Language) classroom.
Approach/Methodology/Design: The results of the tests scores are
statistically analyzed using the measurement of central tendency. The mean
is used to determine the total scores of the students in listening, writing,
reading and speaking during the pre-test, TBD training, and post-test
dictation. Then, each mean score is presented and interpreted using an
adopted quantitative description, while the students’ outputs, the teachers’
observations during the conduct of the tests, and the informal interview and
survey with college teachers validate the test results.
Findings: Evidently, the scores of the college students in all the skills
(listening, writing, reading, and speaking) have increased from novice in the
pre-test to competent in the Task-based dictation (TBD) and post-test.
Moreover, the teachers’ observations show that TBD provides opportunities
for student-entered learning such as small group discussions/collaborations,
peer feedback, systematic writing, critical analysis, and problem solving.
Practical Implications: Through TBD, periodicals help college students
develop their listening and writing skills, raise awareness on problematic
language areas, and avoid biases in analyzing texts.
Originality/value: Indeed, despite its limitations, this study answered the
reservations of dictation in improving the English language proficiency of
college students by increasing their competencies of their macro skills
(reading, writing, listening and speaking).

1. Introduction
In the history of Philippine education, English language proficiency has been a major
challenge among students and teachers. Filipino learners have been exposed and have been
taught about English since pre-school to college, yet until now school authorities are still
exploring and studying programs to improve language proficiency and competence of the
students. For language teachers, language proficiency and academic achievement are
interrelated. Both comprise a range of different skills that students have to acquire. Filipino
English teachers are still ambitious and positive on moulding their learners to become
language proficient because “those competent in all language skills should be able to carry on
their studies more successfully” (Rivera, 1984). The question of proficiency on “how much”
and “what kind” deserves a careful consideration.
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English as a second language in the Philippines started during the American colonial
administration (Rafael, 2015). Based on Philippine history – American Period, in 1901,
Governor Taft declared English as a medium of instruction and six hundred American
teachers were sent to the Philippines to teach the language (Casambre, 1982). The United
States rule was accompanied by improvements in the education and health systems of the
Philippines; school enrolment rates multiplied fivefold. In 1930s, literacy rates had reached
fifty percent. Since then, English is taught in schools as one of the two official languages of
the country, the other being Filipino, an official and liberalized form of Tagalog. English is
used in education, religious affairs, print and broadcast media, and business. For highly
technical subjects such as nursing, medicine, computing, etc. very few would prefer highly
technical books in the vernacular. Movies and television programs in English are not subtitled
and are expected to be directly understood (Espinosa, 1997).
Despite the long years of studying English, many Filipinos still lack proficiency in English
language. In fact, the Filipinos’ English Proficiency Index (EPI) ranked low, which placed
the Philippines from the 14th place in 2018 down to the 20th place in 2019 among 100
countries in the world (Valderama, 2019). EPI measures the average level of English language
skills based on the results of an online Standard English Test (EST) administered by the
English Proficiency Education First, a Swiss-based global company focusing on language,
academic, cultural exchange, and educational travel programs. It is even more depressing
among college students, since the same source said that the level of English proficiency of
college graduates from the Philippines was lower than the target English proficiency of high
school students in Thailand based on the study by Hopkins International Partners. The
Hopkins International Partners was the official representative of the Philippines to the Test of
English for International Communication (TOEIC), an international standardized test of
English language proficiency for non-native speakers that is designed to measure the
everyday English skills of people working in an international environment (Valderama,
2019).
Clearly, this has been a perennial problem of language teachers which they have persistently
tried to find solution through continuous research and study. Apparently, language teachers
are determined to teach the four basic language skills: listening, speaking, reading and
writing in the classroom. Definitely, a teaching methodology attractive to Filipino teachers
and students within current approaches to language learning and teaching is a possible
answer. Basically, an English teacher facilitates daily a 45-60 minute lesson which targets the
macro skills (listening, speaking, reading and writing). In reality, this objective can be seldom
done with the given limited time. Moreover, for a college teacher who facilitates an English
class semi-weekly or three times a week with the same amount of time, it is more unrealistic
to achieve the same goal. Traditionally, the teacher discusses solely the lesson to maximize
the allotted time for the subject matter while the students listen.
Thus, Brown (2004) found listening significant in English lesson since “in a typical day,
people do measurably more listening than speaking; whether in the workplace, educational,
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or home contexts, aural comprehension far outstrips oral production in quantifiable terms of
time, number of words, effort and attention. His list of micro and macro skills in listening,
adapted from Richards (1983), shows listening as a significant root to achieve the remaining
skills (reading, speaking, writing). Whenever a teacher applies listening as his/her method
regardless of its type (intensive, responsive, selective and extensive), language learners
acquire most or all of the following skills. Teachers, therefore, need to pay close attention to
listening as a mode of performance for assessment in the classroom (p. 119).
Then, to determine whether the students understood the lesson, the teacher expects written
outputs from their end. On the other hand, supporting data about writing, Alinsunod (2014).
concluded that language educators are satisfied with the written works of language learners
which have good grammatical structures, appropriate punctuation marks, right tenses of
verbs, right cases of pronouns, and correct spelling of words. Apparently, most English
teachers follow those criteria until now. Furthermore, since listening is not observable,
teachers assess its result among language learners through their writing performance and
outputs. Brown (2004) emphasized that every educated child in developed countries learns
the rudiments of writing his/her native language, but very few learn to express themselves
clearly with logical, well-developed organization that accomplishes an intended purpose (p.
218). This led him to his list below of micro-skills and macro-skills of writing which
demonstrates the necessary follow-up action for a successful listening.
Evidently, listening and writing remain the dominant skills, yet most neglected in an ESL
class. Since listening and writing are often performed by students, reviving a teaching
methodology using these skills may complete the missing pieces of the puzzle on English
proficiency among ESL learners. However, this time, the methodology must not only use
listening and writing but also it must achieve and practice reading and speaking to make the
learners acquire language more effectively. One common and familiar methodology is safe
for non-native teachers of English, dictation. Dictation has been used in language learning for
centuries now and its value has been tested and proven by language authorities since then.
According Stansfield (as cited in Norris, 1993), dictation is one of the oldest techniques
known for both the teaching and testing of foreign languages way back in sixteenth century.
It has long been associated with grammar-translation method. Eventually, through the years,
dictation has fallen in and out of favour as new schools and approaches in language teaching
emerge.
In Philippine classrooms, dictation is being used a testing technique not only in language
courses, but also in other subject areas like Math, Science, History, etc. It has been popular
among teachers of all levels. Davis and Rinvolucri (1988) attest that “dictation is a safe
method for non-native teachers which ESL teachers can prepare fully in advance because the
language it generates is known; it is not an exercise that will take teachers by surprise in the
class by exposing them to unexpected language” (p. 7). Traditionally, dictation is a teachercentred strategy since a text is either read by the teacher while the students just listen and try
to understand. The text is then broken into a number of short sections with a pause between
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each section. During that pause the students have to write down what they have heard. This is
the only form of dictation many teachers and students have known, and is sometimes
perceived as its downside.
This is the reason for opponents to strengthen its effectiveness because “dictation is primarily
a test of spelling” (Somartne, as cited in Morris, 1983) and as a testing device; dictation must
be regarded as generally both uneconomical and imprecise (Harris as cited in Morris, 1983).
Furthermore, Lado (as cited in Morris, 1983) insisted that dictation extremely measures very
little language. It does not even test the word order, vocabulary and aural perception. He
added that the slow reading of a word is an incorrect production of sounds that the language
learners must not follow. He concludes that dictation can only test writing skill instead.
Finocchiaro (1969) summarized confidently the value of dictation:
•
•
•
•
•
•

It ensures attentive listening.
It trains pupils to distinguish sounds.
It helps fix concepts of punctuation.
It enables pupils to learn to transfer oral sounds to written symbols.
It helps develop aural comprehension.
It assists self-evaluation.

Ridjanovic (in Bott, 1986) noted that large English classes (common in Philippine context)
can be trained and tested in an important area of communicative competency by non-native
teachers (like Filipino ESL teachers), who may themselves lack oral proficiency. Through
this, dictation method has been developed for teachers of English who are able to start, play,
stop a tape recorder, ask questions about content of an L2 (second language) passage and drill
L2 structures and pronunciation of difficult words and phrases with the aid of tape (p. 42). As
a whole, language proficiency comprises a range of different skills; proponents believe that
dictation deals with these four macro skills in language learning. Davis and Rinvolucri (1988)
emphasized that in normal use, language behaviour is generally accompanied by other
activity involving the eye, the hand, the brain, etc. that sum up a number of factors
reproducing the complexity in the language learning situation. Dictation (of any kind)
provides a nice blend of listening, writing and checking through reading while speaking. This
appeals to students whether they learn primarily in an auditory or visual or kinaesthetic way.
In fact, Wong and Leeming (2014) found out that dictation was effective in separating the
students into different levels based on proficiency. Since it is cheap and easy to conduct, it is
a viable alternative when standardized proficiency scores for students are unavailable (p.
165).
Relatively, one of the easiest methods to prepare in a class is dictation because the teacher’s
voice is the only instrument to use and the text which the students/ teachers need to dictate.
Likewise, Alkire (2002) shared a big list of benefits from dictation: (1) it conforms to diverse
class population, then students can be tasked to do the correction on their own texts which
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could promote peer teaching as well; (2) it conforms diverse class level (college level vary in
age and level of comprehension); (3) it applies “real world” skills since many jobs demand
accurate understanding of spoken orders (phone agents, program developers, medical
practitioners, administrative assistants, etc.).
In terms of dictation materials, this study maximized the potential of the periodicals as part of
the pool of teaching materials for developing communicative competence. This might serve
as an eye-opener for teachers and also students on the importance of the periodicals from
which to draw not just information, but also varied skills needed for the use of English in the
practical and realistic way such as dictation. Dictation using authentic materials can be a
good indicator of language ability. It is an instructional method which when thoroughly
exploited would develop students’ highest language proficiency. In fact, the Al-Ansari’s case
study (as cited in Masangya and Lozada, 2009) affirms that competency in a new language is
achieved through constant exposure of the intended language. Exposing the language learners
to current events in English influences their own English habit.
Since the characteristics of TBD are similar to those of the Direct Method adapted by
Krashen’s Monitor Model (1983), the Monitor Hypothesis is a conscious learning that can
function only as a monitor or editor that checks and repairs the output of the acquired system.
The conscious grammar correction justifies that Acquisition Competence is responsible for
the learners’ fluent production of sentences. This acquired linguistic system initiate
utterances, whereas the Learning Competence’s function is just to correct sentences either
before or after the learners’ production. In this method, he hypothesized that the “natural
order” allows the learners to follow a more or less invariant order in the acquisition of formal
grammatical features. It affirms that when a learner is engaged in natural communication
tasks, he will manifest the standard order. But, when is engaged in ‘tasks” that require or
permit the use of meta-linguistic knowledge, a different order will emerge. He added that this
is the device that learners use to edit their language performance. It utilizes “learnt”
knowledge by acting upon and modifying utterances generated from acquired knowledge.
Therefore, this study investigated the improvement in the language proficiency of selected
college students using the Task Based Dictation in an ESL (English as a Second Language)
classroom. Specifically, the following were the purpose of the study:
1. Measure the level of language proficiency of college students in each of the
following using traditional dictation; listening, speaking, reading, writing
2. Measure the college students’ language proficiency in each of the macro skills
after using Task – Based Dictations; and
3. Propose the potential of periodicals as materials for task – based dictation
2. Literature Review
Historically, L. G. Kelly (1969) narrates in his book that dictation was used in the early
Middle Ages by teachers who wanted to transmit information to their students in their own
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language because of the scarcity of books. Thus, the following observations were made: (1)
students’ mistakes in spelling or punctuation were considered unimportant; (2) students’
comprehension on the content of the materials was the focus; (3) students’ ability to
understand and interpret what they had written down was the goal.
Later, in the Audio Lingual era of foreign language teaching, dictation fell into disfavour, as
it did to other techniques related to the Grammar/Translation and Direct methods. Now that a
more integrative approach to foreign language teaching and learning is favoured by most
methodologists, dictation is regaining its former popularity (Stansfield, 1985).Eventually, in
the late 1960’s, Furman (1968) used dictation to teach and appreciate literature. She
discovered that dictation sharpens her students’ ears; it sparks questions on literary style,
spelling and punctuation. She explains further that as the teacher dictated a line from a story
or a poem, all comments must be reserved until the dictation has been completed. While the
teacher is reading, he/she should keep interruptions to a minimum by recognizing no student
unless the student raises his/her hand to indicate that he/she wishes to have a phrase repeated.
Unless punctuation cannot be indicated by the voice she should not inform the writers about
the punctuation marks. Nothing will sharpen their listening so much as comparing their
written version with the author’s. When students ask why, the teacher can only encourage
them to answer their questions by pondering on the printed text. Meanwhile, punctuation on
the printed page can be assumed to be author’s choice. The dictation should be checked in
strict conformity with it (except Shakespeare’s). As for the variants in spelling, an up to date
dictionary will settle disputes.
Later on, some scholars intertwined dictation with the two other skills in learning English,
reading and speaking. This was the beginning of incorporating dictation in developing the
macro skills of learners. The “Fusion of the Four Skills” by Elkins, Kalikoda and
Morain(1972) calls for the interplay of sound and symbol. It is not limited to listening and
speaking on one hand, and reading and writing on the other, but rather involves a crossing of
speech and written word. Fusion facilitates reinforcement of the four skills. This technique
was used at the University of Georgia to provide for the four skills in intermediate language
classes. The possibility of fusing all four skills in one exercise, however, has received little
attention then.
In 1988, dictation was reappraised and rediscovered into a task-based, student centred
teaching technique. After a quarter of a century, as language teachers, Paul Davis and Mario
Rinvolucri wrote a book, Dictation: New Methods; New Possibilities (1988), which offers a
variety of dictation techniques where students might as well take down part of words, single
words, chunks of sentence(s) they decide to change as they are writing them down. Its
synopsis shows a wealth of new techniques to extend the traditional language-learning
activity of dictation. The activities range from traditional focuses on spelling and punctuation
problems to exercises that emphasize personal attitudes and opinions of both teachers and
students. The authors make dictation a root of activities suitable for a wide-range of levels
and ages; sample texts for many activities, with permission to copy; opportunities for students
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to create their own texts; and a variety of suggested correction techniques and suggestions for
using dictation in teacher training.
This move was followed by Riley (1989) who created a technique in dictation that was based
on imitation to improvisation. According to her, dicto-comp (dictation composition) may
raise learners’ awareness of discourse structure, promote practicing the language in a
meaningful context, improve listening and writing skills and teach aspects of vocabulary
and/or grammar. In dicto-comp, the learners listen as the teacher reads a text to them. The
teacher may repeat it several times. Then, the learners write what they can remember without
any further help. Here, the learners have to remember the ideas in the text that is more than a
hundred words long and express them in the words of the original or in their own words.
Dicto-comp, which name comes from dictation and composition, is an experience technique.
That is, it reduces the cognitive load of task (in this case a writing task) by preparing the
learners well before they do the task. Now, the preparation provides the learners with ideas,
language items and text organization so that they can focus in the skills aspect which is
writing in the case of dicto-comp.
Then, a view on task-based dictation emerged when Ruth Wajnryb (1990) introduced
dictogloss as relatively recent procedure in language teaching. It borrows a little from the
traditional dictation (hence part of its name), but in fact is quite distinct from dictation in both
procedure and objectives. The analogy begins and ends with the fact that, in both, a passage
is dictated. In dictogloss, the style of dictating is focused on a text approach to grammar, the
task that follows and the objective of the lesson are all totally different. Here, the learners are
obliged to create their own parallel texts. These are semantic approximation to the original
text, created out of the learners’ own grammatical and linguistic resources.
Unquestionably, dictation (through its variation) incorporates uncountable skills and
competencies. Actually, in 2008, Dr. Rahimi, a professor in Shiraz University, Iran, used
dictation to improve the language proficiency of his EFL (English as a Foreign Language)
students. He investigated the effect of practice with dictation on the learners’ proficiency.
The experimental group took a dictation in every session of their class for a period of one
semester. Each session, the researcher practiced and corrected dictation with them and
elaborated on grammatical, phonological, and lexical points in the dictated passage. The
results of the study showed that the experimental group made some improvement on the
proficiency test and its components except for the vocabulary subtest.
Recently, Snoder and Reynolds (2019) discovered the great potential of dictogloss to improve
learners’ knowledge of collocation in their study with ELT practitioners. Also, they call for
more L2 classroom-based research that further expands the possibilities for dictogloss to
increase learners’ competence. This may involve examining how the analysis and correction
stage of the original dictogloss procedure may be fruitfully used in terms of class sizes and
proficiency levels.
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3. Methodology and Procedures
The study was guided by the descriptive-quantitative research design. Through descriptive
statistics, the interpretations and conclusions from the findings depend on the average scores
of the tests conducted in the classroom, while the students’ outputs, the teachers’
observations during the conduct of the tests, and the informal interview and survey with
college teachers validated the test results. The scores were tallied one by one upon descriptive
statistics using ordinal scale. This scale was used in measurement when numbers reflected the
rank order of the individuals arranged from the highest to the lowest or vice versa.
Moreover, adopted and modified rubrics were used according to the research context to
measure and describe the performance of the participants in each skill: listening, reading,
writing, and speaking. It was scored from lowest to highest order such as 1 – Novice; 2 –
Developing; 3 – Competent; and 4 – Exceptional. Each result of the tests for each skill was
graded using these rubrics, while the total scores for each skill and each test were patterned
according to the descriptive equivalent shown in Table 1.

Weight
1

Table 1: Description of Scores per Skill
Descriptive Equivalent
Statistical Level
Novice
0.00 – 1.49

2
3
4

Developing
Competent
Exemplary

1.50 – 2.49
2.50 – 3.49
3.50 - 4.00

Source: Author

Initially, an informal survey was conducted to twelve (12) experienced English Language
teachers from a Catholic university in Manila to assess the use of dictation in the classroom
of college students. It was found out that ten (10) out of twelve (12) said teachers, are
targeting the macro skills of their students in every lesson they discuss in class. Furthermore,
nine (9) of them agreed that dictation can improve the language proficiency of college
students. However, half of the group, (6) teachers, admitted that they do not practice dictation
in their class. This prompted the need to continue the study on proving the effectivity of
Task-based Dictation in improving the college students’ English language proficiency.
Thus, materials for dictation were prepared as suggested by Prodomous (1983) which
“dialogues and short talks, news broadcasts, and other spoken varieties can be substituted for
the traditional bits of prose. A context can be provided by visual aids or an introductory
discussion, to add reality to the exercise and to prevent boredom that often fills the vacuum in
which traditional dictation is presented.” Hence, a set of criteria on the choice of news
selections for dictation was formulated. The choices satisfied the following criteria:
A. General appeal. Only prose articles/stories of general and universal appeal were used.
Guided byWajnryb (1990), the text produced should make logical sense in terms of
the human’s knowledge in the real world. Thus, topics such as love, ambition,
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success, human pathos, etc. were particularly chosen because they are interesting to
young people.
B. Morale booster. Articles that give inspiration are included since they influence selfesteem.
C. Clarity of language and style of exposition. The text should be grammatically
accurate, abiding by syntactic and structural rules of English usage. Second, it should
be textually cohesive (Wajnryb, 1990). Hence, articles chosen are easy to understand
– simple vocabulary and familiar context.
D. Interdisciplinary weaving. The materials do not limit itself to one subject matter but to
several interrelated disciplines. There is the sense of the text as culture-specific in this
case to English. Language, is of course, culture specific, and in the textual
organization of each, these models lies a cultural basis which the understanding has
great value for the language learner. Continued and regular exposure to and
construction of these characteristic text types will facilitate the language learners’
understanding, appreciation, and manipulation of the logical and rhetorical world of
English (Wajnryb, 1990)
For the data gathering, the three-part dictation: Pre-test, Task-based and Post test was used.
Recorded audio materials for the pre-test and post-test were selected based on the criteria set
in the development of materials. The instructions were included in the recorded audio
material for consistency and clarity of the procedure. There was a total of 110 college student
participating from three different English classes in a Catholic university in Manila.
Specifically, they were enrolled in the courses of Business Administration, Hotel
Management, Mass Communication, Education, Information Technology, Psychology,
Engineering, and Architecture.
Pre-Test Dictation
The college students listened to the selected recorded audio material. Altogether, the news
item was read four times. During the first reading, which was read at normal speed, they only
listened and tried to understand the meaning. For the second and third readings, the passage
was read sentence by sentence, or phrase by phrase, with intervals of 15 seconds. The last
reading was done at normal speed again and during this time they were asked to check their
respective work. They were then given 2 minutes to check through their work once more.
Task-Based Dictation (TBD)
Each class with 30-35 students was divided into four groups with seven to eight members in a
group. Each group has volunteer lead student who was tasked to read and dictate the news
item to the group. The content of the news items for dictation of each group were different
from one another, but the length and difficulty were equivalent.
Guided by the four stages of Dictogloss presented by Wajnryb (1990) with the teachers’
facilitation, each group underwent the following stages:
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•

•

•

•

Preparation: The teacher prepared the college students for the text they would be
hearing through topical warm-up on the subject matter which made them more
receptive to the listening in the next stage. This stage prepared them also for the
vocabulary of the text. Since the texts chosen were at the advanced level which
ranged from lower advanced to very advanced learners, vocabulary was pre-taught to
prevent difficulty during listening. This was also the part where the teacher oriented
the lead students and their members about the instructions of each procedure.
Dictation: Lead students instructed their respective members that they would hear the
dictation twice. For the first time, they would listen without writing. The second time,
they would start writing notes. Students were encouraged to write down words that
would help them piece together the text in preparation for the reconstruction stage.
The text was dictated at normal spoken speed following the pace of news
broadcasting. The pauses between sentences were slightly longer than usual.
Reconstruction: When the dictation was done, the members of each group
reconstructed their notes by pair and compose their own version of the text without
time limit.
Analysis and Correction: When their text was complete, each pair checked the
respective composition of another pair based on the writing rubric (organization,
coherence and written presentation).After the lead student explained the writing
rubric; the teacher posted each selected news items on the board. Then, in each group,
the pairs read, analyzed and corrected another pair’s version of the news item. They
are encouraged to write corrections on the pair’s work. Finally, the papers were
returned to each pair. Each pair reads to the class their version of the news item with
the correction done by another pair. During the correction process, students were
encouraged to ask questions to the lead student and the teacher who acted as the
facilitator since the class was open for the discussion of the corrections.

Post-Test Dictation
Another audio material was played to the class following the instructions in the pre-test (from
the same source) dictating a different news item.
4. Results and Discussion
At the onset, the mean scores on the pre-test were significantly low. As the results indicate
1.47 in listening, novice; 1.42 in writing, novice; 1.96 in reading, novice; and 2.16 in
speaking, developing. This means the students’ performance in a traditional dictation
procedure is novice, 1.75. This proves that they have little ability to identify key information
through listening which resulted to undeveloped written ideas with little ability to apply
sound/symbol relationships to decode the words in reading. Moreover, based on the outputs,
they did not use appropriate grammar in basic sentences.
Then, the mean scores in Task Based Dictation (TBD) has significantly improved to 2.93 in
listening, competent; 2.49 in writing, developing; 2.93 in reading, competent; and 3.16 in
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speaking, competent. Their skill improvement summed up to 2.88, this time as being
competent. This positively shows students’ accurate identification on key information
through listening, which resulted to adequately organized and clearer yet still incomplete
writing, based on the outputs. Surely, they have comprehended level appropriate texts in
reading and used appropriate grammar in basic sentences with a clear voice in speaking.
Finally, the mean scores in the post test show a remarkable difference and some
improvement. Though the mean score in listening decreased to 2.89, it is still under the
category of competence. As expected, the mean score in writing improve to 2.89 (competent)
which means the students showed a well-organized, complete, concise and clear thought with
sufficient details in writing. Likewise, the reading mean score of 3.68 (exemplary) shows
accuracy in comprehending level appropriate texts in applying sound symbol relationships to
decode vocabulary. Lastly, the mean score in speaking increased to 3.27 (exemplary) which
implies that the students almost always used appropriate grammar in basic sentences and
almost always used appropriate vocabulary with comprehensible pronunciation in speaking.
The results show (refer to Table 2) that there is a significant difference between the means on
the pre-test, TBD and post test. Since the mean scores of the students in all the cases have
increased from the TBD to the post test, it can be said that the TBD has a positive effect on
the improvement of the proficiency of the students when compared with the results of the
pre-test wherein the students were not oriented yet with TBD. Indeed, the process of TBD
helped in improving the proficiency of the college students in Reading, Writing and
Speaking. As shown in Table 4, there is no difference between the scores of the students in
the Listening skills in the pre-test compared to the post test scores of the college students.
Since the mean for the post test in writing, reading, and speaking are higher than in the pretest, it can be said that the use of TBD has contributed to the improvement of the college
students’ proficiency in the English language.
Table 2: Mean Scores of the Students in the Pre-test, TBD and Post-Test
Tests
Skills
Pre-test
Task Based Dictation
Post-Test
Score
Equivalent
Score
Equivalent
Score
Equivalent
Listening
1.47
Novice
2.93
Competent
2.89
Competent
Writing
1.42
Novice
2.49
Developing
2.89
Competent
Reading
1.96
Novice
2.93
Competent
3.69
Exemplary
Speaking
2.16
Developing
3.16
Competent
3.27
Competent
Total
1.75
Novice
2.88
Competent
3.18
Competent
Source: Author

Meanwhile, the teachers’ observations (in Table 3), during the facilitation of the stages of the
dictation, were collected through informal interview. This informal data analysis validated
and contrasted some of the results in the task-based dictation stage.
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Table 3: Informal Data Analysis of the Teachers’ Observations during the Facilitation of the
Task-Based Dictation (TBD)
Listening
Writing
Reading
Speaking
• Members
• Ideas were
• Most of them
• Due to noted
were asking
written
couldn’t
bilingualism,
each other on
bilingually
correct/ edit
they
had
the dictated
(inserting
their
own
difficulty in
narration,
Tagalog
compositions
translating
rather
than
words).
due
to
their version
listening
inaccuracy of
of the story to
• Bits of words
attentively on
listened
the class.
were written
their own.
ideas.
in
SMS
• Due
to
(mobile text)
unorganized
• Some
were
• Most of them
reading
way/
read others’
ideas
in
others’ notes
misspelled.
notes instead
writing, they
while
of their own.
lacked
• Some wrote
listening
to
chronology in
the
ideas
• The
pair
the narration.
narrating their
heard from
reconstructio
version of the
second hand
n
stage
• Lead students
story
by
showed
dictators.
became
a
forgetting the
compassion
peer writing
• Some wrote
important
by addressing
task; helpful
the ideas read
names
and
the members’
to challenged
from others’
ideas in the
concerns on
writers.
notes.
story.
the
task;
evidence of
• Speaking in a
studentsmall group
centeredbecame
an
learning.
speech
opportunity
for everyone
to be heard.
Source: Author

5. Conclusion and Suggestion
Despite its limitations, this study answered the reservations of dictation in improving the
English language proficiency of college students by increasing their competencies of their
macro-skills (reading, writing, listening and speaking). First, class dictations using authentic
materials, such as periodicals, are beneficial to students at tertiary level, as they help perfect
listening and writing skills, raise awareness on problematic language areas, and avoid biases
in analyzing texts. Second, class discussions are designed to create a friendly learning
environment in which students collaborate in pairs or small groups. Third, TBD provides
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opportunities for each learner to compare his/her written work with a peer’s work. Fourth,
post dictation comprehension exercises proved beneficial, but pre-teaching vocabulary might
be optional depending on the students’ general proficiency in language. Finally, self-checking
of one’s written work by comparing it with the original transcripts of the dictated material
allows students to assess their achievements individually.
Based on the results of the data gathered and observations done in the course of applying
TBD, the following are recommended:
•

•

•

•

Listening activities contribute to the language development of the students
especially when associated with writing, reading, and speaking. Therefore,
it must always be part of the syllabi or curriculum not in English subjects
but in other disciplines.
Periodicals are potential tool to improve language proficiency. They are not
only reading materials but also listening, writing, and speaking materials for
multidiscipline lessons. The availability of authentic materials online makes
it more convenient for teachers and students to collate and classify them
according to their language needs.
TBD promotes peer feedback which imposes students’ roles especially in
writing tasks. Undeniably, teaching writing could be challenging to some
teachers. Thus, TBD may give positive attitude to students towards writing
and offers a student-centred assessment to teachers of writing.
Teachers can explore and revive dictation and periodicals for skill building
exercises in multi-discipline subjects unrestricted to language teachers.
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